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Introduction
A very interesting study reported this year [1] has outlined that 

by using a patient’s own cells urethras can be made out of seeding 
those very same cells onto a scaffold of tubularised polyglycolic 
acid:poly(lactide-co-glycolide). Both autologously harvested muscle 
and epithelial cells were expanded and successfully re-implanted and 
provided functioning tissues for patients who required reconstruction. 
In fact, these artificial urethras worked well for the follow-up period 
of 6 years. An earlier much cited study showed that autologously 
harvested urothelial and muscle cells grown in culture and seeded on a 
bladder-shaped scaffold of collagen and/or polyglycolic acid wrapped 
in omentum and subsequently implanted demonstrated adequate 
function for individuals requiring cystoplasty [2]. 

Such work appears to usher in a new era of engineering for 
replacement of tissues and indeed defective organs. Certainly this 
avoids harvesting from alternative body sites and the inherent 
difficulties in harvesting from other individuals since allografts may 
suffer rejection. As a follow-on from these successful works I would 
like to propose support for the concept that takes this technology one 
step further and harness some of the intrinsically unique and powerful 
properties of cancer. This grew out of posing the question: why simply 
re-implant autologously harvested normal cells – why not improve 
upon them in respect to the purposes intended and then re-implant? 
This is the point I wish to address in this present review and expand 

upon. Firstly though, I should like to discuss some relevant background 
to this proposition. 

Harvesting the benefits an understanding of cancer has to 
offer – cancer, the ‘ultimate survivor’

To place this section in perspective, I myself am a cancer and 
cardiovascular research scientist and publish in those areas [3-6]. My 
support for the present concept arose whilst examining cancer literature 
regarding an earlier oral cancer project I have been involved in [7, see 
below]. Overall, my studies have been aimed at attempting to appreciate 
and indeed harvest the benefits that an understanding of cancer may 
yield. For example, in a recent article [5]. I indicated that the reader 
ought to be reminded that although cancer is an untamed parasite 
with regards its behavior it can be bridled as it were with the attendant 
advantages to medicine that that may offer. For example, monoclonal 
antibodies and transgenic-mediated oncogenesis technology stem 
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Abstract
This review aims to focus on several of the advantages that an improved understanding of the biology of cancer 

may offer medicine. Following in the wake of my recent review demonstrating the close molecular mechanistic 
relationship between heart survival mechanisms and those of cancer under environmental challenge I examine 
how cancer can provide survival answers for tissues under physiological challenge. I continue the basis of this 
discussion with the argument that cancer can offer clues as to how to better develop reliable and sound strategies 
for tissue/organ regeneration. For a number of years the concept with the use of stem cells to enable tissue and/
or organ regeneration has gained attention. Indeed, recently, tooth buds have been regenerated from mouse 
stem cells allowing complete tooth regeneration in vivo. In this review, the focus is on alternative means for tissue/
organ regeneration by harnessing the all-sort-after property of cellular immortality that cancer possesses in its 
armamentarium. Literature is presented to demonstrate the utility and practicality of immortal genetic modification of 
autologous post-mitotic and senescent cells for reimplantation. This process may be of practical value in numerous 
medical situations from degenerative neurological diseases, wound healing, hair follicle replacement and auditory 
repair to aiding functional repair of cardiac disease to name but a few. The rational benefits of this technique are 
presented over stem cell technologies and potential technical obstacles are outlined that may need to be overcome. 
Novel technologies derived from the use of shuttle expression vectors are outlined here to screen for therapy-
resistance genes in cancer. These methods may be further enhanced and developed to allow delineation of genes 
involved in preventing cellular senescence whilst not transforming cells to a cancerous phenotype. These genes can 
subsequently be used in genetic modification of autologously harvested cells for re-implantation to enable tissue 
and/or organ regeneration. 
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from harnessing cancer’s properties. I myself have benefited in my own 
research from the application of the latter methodology [3]. 

My further research has revealed that there are indeed many 
commonalities between cancer’s survival mechanisms and those used 
by normal tissues – particularly under physiological challenge (6). This 
can be taken to some advantage in order to develop predictive systems 
and models for prosurvival mechanisms in many organs such as the 
heart [6], given that one may look at cancer as the ‘ultimate survivor’. 
Indeed, as I have also discussed given this tight mutual relationship 
between cancer biology and normal tissue biology [6], heart survival 
mechanisms under environmental challenge may predict mechanisms 
used by cancer to cope with external challenge such as chemo/radio-
therapy and in producing cancer dormancy - a reactive hibernating 
survival strategy oftentimes used by cancer. 

As mentioned above, cancer itself provides an ideal model for 
cellular survival for physiological situations, for example, in cardio 
protection. In fact, as stated [6] according to this approach, cancer 
can be used to predict mechanisms and pathways used by organs and 
tissues to counteract external challenges. For example, cardio protective 
biomarkers can be predicted by cancer. These have been sought after 
for many years by cardiovascular researchers and the model I propose 
[6] will elucidate these factors using cancer as a model for cell survival. 
As my background originally comes from cardiovascular physiology 
originally, not in fact cancer, my interest lies in achieving this. Examples 
of cardioprotective factors that were found originally in cancer as 
survival factors and significantly predate that experimentally for the 
heart include peroxiredoxin [8]. Later on in 2006 [9] it was found that 
disruption of a peroxiredoxin family member (Prdx6), a peroxide 
scavenger, leads to heart vulnerability to ischaemia-reperfusion injury; 
that is, this factor is cardioprotective. In another example, Adriamycin-
resistant MCF-7 human mammary carcinoma cells, but not cells 
sensitive to this drug, express alpha4beta1 and alpha5beta1 integrins 
[10]. Curiously, it was later found that angiopoietin-1 promotes cardiac 
cell survival-cardioprotection-via integrins [11]. Therefore cancer 
studies well and truly predate those in the heart in terms of discovering 
that integrins have vital roles to play in cardioprotection. 

Another key example is that of ER/PERK. Endoplasmic reticulum 
stress-response has been denoted as a “novel therapeutic target” in heart 
diseases [12]. Indeed, ER stress via such factors as PERK (eukaryotic 
translation initiator factor 2alpha kinase RNA-dependent protein 
kinase-like ER kinase) has been indicated of late in an autophagy-
related mechanism to lead to cardioprotection [13]. It comes as little 
surprise that in fact several years ago ER stress activation of p38 via 
PERK activation and BiP expression protects dormant cancer cells from 
chemotherapy [14]. PERK - dependent phosphorylation of eIF2alpha 
is one part of the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) a coordinated 
cellular programme that leads to cell survival under ER challenge. 
Thus UPR is a target for anticancer therapies and indeed is a target for 
mediating cardioprotection too. 

Many factors have been examined as cancer therapy-resistance 
related and ought to be tested in terms of their involvement in 
cardioprotection such as: Gp96 an ER resident heat shock protein 
and a cancer therapy resistance marker [15] Junction adhesion factors 
– claudin - are overexpressed in cisplatin resistant ovarian cancer 
cells as are other factors such as cell recognition molecule CASPR3, 
S100 family members and CDC42-binding protein kinase beta. 

These are biomarkers of treatment response and as such treatment 
targets [16]. Interestingly, Claudin has not been looked at in terms of 
cardioprotection nor has CASPR3 nor CDC42-binding protein kinase 
beta. Nonetheless, S100 has been looked at in cardioprotection as a 
factor that assists mediation of ischemic preconditioning [17]. This 
observation is very much consistent with my prosurvival model [6]. 

Rho and Rho kinase are known to act in actin filament organization 
and it has been shown that Rho-Rho kinase pathway is involved in early 
ischemic cardioprotective preconditioning [18]. This study was from 
this year. Interestingly, in cancer under environmental challenge such 
as under irradiation the Rho-signaling pathway is needed for radiation 
resistance and induced invasion of glioblastoma cells [19]. Notably this 
study was performed 5 years ago in 2006 and points out that the Rho 
pathway is not needed for invasion under physiological conditions – 
that is, nil external challenge. This 2006 investigation delineates Rho 
as a biomarker for targeting under external challenge. It comes as little 
surprise in terms of the ‘pro-survival’ model and also makes a further 
statement regarding the predictability of cancer external challenge 
survival paths to those of the heart (and indeed, more broadly, with 
respect to other organs too doubtlessly). 

These works mentioned above speak of the potential of cancer, 
seen as an adapted and evolved ‘true survivor’ to predict mechanisms 
of survival under challenge for biological tissues generally. 

Many other instances can be mentioned of where cancer - 
particularly radiotherapy or chemotherapy resistant cancer – may 
demonstrate pathways leading to cardioprotection and predict same. 
Factors outlined as related to radiotherapy resistance in cancer [20] 
such as pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 (PRPF19) involved in DNA 
repair is protective of damage induced by environmental agents such 
as radiotherapy and chemotherapy and thus is prosurvival in cancer. 
Later analysis has shown that this factor is anti-apoptotic in heart [21] 
consistent with the overall proposed model. 

Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 (CRMP2) has been 
indicated to be a cancer biomarker [22] and a factor expressed in 
radioresistant cancer [20]. This factor has essentially not been looked 
at in heart - only to say that it is expressed [23]. The message here from 
cancer is to explore this factor as a cardioprotective biomarker.

All these data and more shall be the subject of a future 
cardiovascular-based review of mine. Nonetheless, the introduction 
I have provided to this relationship strengthens the notion of the 
tangible benefits understanding cancer may offer – which is a focus of 
this present review. 

The immortality principle

Having said all of the above, the major feature and property of 
cancer that intrigues is its immortal nature. In culture, cancer cells 
may keep dividing indefinitely and do not naturally senesce. This 
property was particularly emphasized to me by a study of several 
years ago relating to oral cancer [7] as mentioned above. In this work, 
immortalization of an oral dysplastic epithelial cell line was produced 
with telomerase transfection in addition to loss of p16Ink4a and/or 
retinoic acid receptor (RAR) beta. Importantly p53 activity remained 
as wild type in the immortal clones. 

Mortal-type dysplasias remain mortal even in the presence of 
hTERT (human telomerase reverse transcriptase) with elongation 
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of telomeric structures if their p16Ink4A and RAR beta expression 
are maintained. Loss of p16Ink4A and RAR beta alone leads to an 
extended lifespan and delayed but ultimate senescence. It is crucial to 
investigate that in fact hTERT addition combined with p16 loss will 
lead to predictable cellular immortalization without development of the 
cancerous phenotype. This has indeed been borne out in the literature. 
Immortal ameloblastoma cells were induced by retroviral transfection 
with hTERT and the mechanism to immortality was via loss of p16 
and not p21 nor p53 [24]. Importantly, these immortally produced cells 
did not undergo malignant transformation as assessed by the nude-
mouse tumorigenicity assay. This is of interest as ameloblastoma is 
itself a benign dentally-based tumor but locally invasive with a high 
risk of recurrence much like one can consider basal cell carcinoma 
of the skin. In vitro model systems for studying ameloblastoma are 
limited due to the fact that these cells grow poorly and begin to enter 
senescence early. It has been stated that researchers have reported the 
construction of an ameloblastoma cell line, AM-1, by exposing the cells 
to human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) but these cells gain the potential 
for transformation [24].

Another investigation [25] has outlined that exogenously stably 
transfected hTERT used to prevent telomere shorterning in fact 
can immortalize primary human cells without showing cancerous 
phenotypic properties. In another example, immortalization of 
pleomorphic adenoma has been obtained via stable hTERT transfection 
[26]. This has allowed propagation of this cell type in culture without 
otherwise altering its phenotype. Contact inhibition is altered by 
immortalization with oncogenic factors such as SV40 and HPVE6/E7 
but not so with hTERT. 

Many cell lines have been permanently established in this fashion 
such as fibroblastic, endothelial, mammary and esophageal epithelial 
and osteoblastic. The ATCC (American Type Culture Collection) 
repository carries many hTERT immortalized cell lines and this makes 
a statement in itself as to the success and stability of this procedure. 
It appears then that genetic changes may be readily manufactured in 
harvested cells of varying types and lineages to produce an immortal-
nonsenescing phenotype. 

Use of hTERT transformation carries many research advantages 
for medical research in itself. For example, with the pancreas [27] 
cells expressing the neuronal stem cell marker nestin are present yet 
the role for these cells has not been clear. An established immortal 
pancreatic cell line (as judged by over 150 proliferative cell doublings) 
by transfection with hTERT demonstrated cells which were positive 
for the expression of nestin (at both the mRNA and protein levels) and 
were found to be free of cancer-associated changes. Cells are diploid 
and express wild type p16(INK4a), p53, and K-Ras. An established 
line of normal human cells representing this nestin-positive cell-
type are vital to understanding the importance of nestin expression 
in the pancreas. Therefore such genetic manipulation to harness the 
‘immortal side’ of cancer holds significant benefit for medicine and will 
be explored in this article. 

Methods: Technologies-the age of the ‘shuttle’

In science, conceptual ideas and advances are oftentimes 
paralleled by advances in technique and technology. The field of 
cellular bioengineering is by no-means different in this respect and 
perhaps epitomizes technological innovation. Although the Atlantis 

space shuttle unfortunately represents the end of the era of the space 
shuttle program by the American National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) the era of the ‘Shuttle’ is not truly over. I 
refer to shuttle-vector genetics technologies. In this regard, established 
vectors such as pECV25 are highly useful (ATCC #77187). This vector 
is an Epstein-Barr virus derived cDNA shuttle expression vector that 
replicates episomally in mammalian cells and can use E. coli and 
mammalian cells as hosts. This plasmid expression vector can be 
maintained in human cells at a copy number of 25-50 and shows a high 
transfection efficiency and can be introduced as supercoiled DNA. 

In Figure 1 I outline a scheme that can be used to isolate and 
characterize novel proteins involved in cancer cell therapy-resistance. 
cDNA inserts in the shuttle vector are efficiently expressed under the 
RSV promoter and a rabbit beta globin intron with polyadenylation 
signal. Rescue of the episomal DNA from transfected cells can be readily 
achieved [28]. Features such as hygromycin selection for transfectants 
also simplifies working with such a plasmid. This vector has been tried 
and tested previously as to demonstrate its overall utility [29,30]. The 
scheme (Figure 1) is in itself useful in delineating factors that cancer 
uses to promote survival and analysis of these can form the basis for 
survival pathways under physiological conditions as already outlined 
above with regards my ‘prosurvival’ model [6]. The scheme can be 
modified in order to examine those factors that pertain to producing 
cellular immortality (Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

In this respect, cancer can be used to generate a cDNA expression 
library in pECV25 that can be used to transfect mortal or scenescent 
cell lines to immortality as measured by population doublings -PDL- 
greater than 50 but maintaining otherwise normal cellular phenotypic 
characteristics. These derived stable transfectants can be used to 
determine the recombinant plasmid(s) responsible by Southern dot 
blotting. The inserts in the positive recombinants can be analysed to 
determine their sequence and thereby their identities. Novel factors 
may be found relating to immortalization that can be of use to generate 
banks of cell lines representing genetically modified normal cells 
for implantation (see discussion). Such factors as hTERT that drive 
immortalization pathways can be discovered by the scheme outlined 
in Figure 2. Factors such as p16 that are mutated or deleted in the 
pathway to cellular immortalization [7] could be revealed by following 
the shuttle scheme as shown in Figure 3. 

Discussion 
Much research is currently being performed in order to examine 

the beneficial effects of stem cell therapy with the end-result of organ 
regeneration. For example, patients with degenerative osteoarthritis 
may be able to benefit from autologous mesenchymal stem cell infusion 
[31]. Bone and cartilaginous tissue formation was evident in cases 
managed by these means and may offer treatment hopes for individuals 
with degenerative hip and knee disease secondary to osteoarthritis. The 
minimally invasive properties of this approach are to be emphasized 
contrary to overt surgery which is the standard of care today. 

Another pressing area for research lies with healing wounds 
where there is oftentimes the need for research in order to understand 
how better to manage the wound that continuously breaks down/ 
This is particularly of relevance to diabetics. A study has shown that 
mesenchymal stem cells harvested from adipose tissues may offer 
assistance in this regard [32]. It was noted in this work that adipose 
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Figure 1: Novel ‘shuttle’ analysis for determination of cancer therapy-
resistance factors. In this scheme total RNA is extracted from cancer cells 
that are therapy resistant. This is then converted into cDNA and cloned into 
the shuttle expression vector, pECV25 (see text). Plasmids are isolated from 
individual bacterial clones and pooled into groups of 50 and used to transiently 
transfect the parent therapy-sensitive cancer cell line. Individual therapy-
resistant transfectants are selected and plasmid DNA extracted. This can 
then be transformed back into E. coli and DNA from selected clones repeat 
transfected into parent therapy-sensitive cancer cell lines in order to establish 
unique transfectants. Alternatively, plasmid DNAs extracted from the first-round 
of transfection into the parent cancer cells can be restriction digested and nick 
labelled and dot-blot hydridized against the E. coli colonies enabling unique 
inserts to be delineated – only after firstly hybridizing against excess unlabelled 
vector DNA. These clones can be confirmed as carrying therapy-resistance 
encoding sequences by the second round of transfection into the parent cell 
line. Suitably isolated plasmid clones can be analyzed to determine the nature 
of the insert and proteins can be expressed and function assessed. 
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Cancer 
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Isolate total
RNA – step 1

Convert to cDNA – step 2
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then dot-blot against E.coli clones from step 3. 

Figure 2: Screening mechanism for isolation of genes involved in 
determining senescence bypass via ‘shuttle’ expression vector. In this 
scheme total RNA is extracted from cancer cells. This is then converted into 
cDNA and cloned into the shuttle expression vector, pECV25 (see text). 
Plasmids are isolated from individual bacterial clones and pooled into groups 
of 50 and used to stably transfect selected terminally differentiated cells with 
limited in vitro replicative capacity. Individual transfectants are selected that 
are hygromycin resistant and display ankorage–dependent growth and multiple 
PDL (see text). DNA is isolated and restriction digested and labelled and 
hydridized against excess unlabelled vector DNA. Resultant labelled DNA is 
then used to dot-blot hydridize against E.coli clones from step 3 enabling unique 
inserts to be delineated. Control hydridization against vector alone should be 
negative. These clones can be confirmed as carrying immortalising genes by a 
second round of transfection into senescing cell line. Suitably isolated plasmid 
clones can be analyzed to determine the nature of the insert and proteins can 
be expressed and function assessed. 

tissue derived mesenchymal stem cells were able to assist in wound 
healing in BALB/c nude mice. Notably however, differentiated human 
dermal fibroblasts were more effective in this respect. This is probably 
due to the already programmed nature of the fibroblast whereas stem 
cells require to be firstly directed to differentiate along the appropriate 
lineage. 

Recently, it has been shown that human periodontal ligament stem 
cells are capable of supporting neuronal cell differentiation [33]. The 
periodontal ligament stem cell line produced neural crest cell markers 
such as nestin and SOX10 as well as mesenchymal stem cell markers such 
as CD13 and CD105 and, in addition, nerve growth factor. Therefore, 
periodontal ligament stem cells are capable of providing for peripheral 
nerve regeneration in the periodontium and may be adapted to behave 
in a similar fashion elsewhere in the body to aid repair of peripheral 
nerve injuries. Neural stem cells are capable of axonal regeneration [34] 
and promote neural repair in damaged peripheral nerves and allow 
synaptic connections to be developed between differentiated implanted 
neural stem cells and the regenerating peripheral neural tissues. Ideally 
this could assist in reversing muscular atrophy secondary to nerve 
injuries. 

A mechanism is needed to repair damaged cardiac tissue after 
ischemic disease. It has been noted that certain problems are posed by 
stem cells being implanted into the ischemic diseased heart due to their 
limited cell survival [35]. In that study it was suggested that biomaterials 
could assist in the implantation process and subsequent survival of the 
stem cells in the heart. By the use of ‘novel smart materials’ an altered 

cardiac environment could be created leading to a regenerative heart. 
It has been found that the benefits of stem cells in cardiac repair and 
regeneration appears to curiously not lie inherently with the stem 
cells themselves but with a ‘paracrine’ effect that these cells have on 
surrounding host tissue [36]. Understanding this principle may aid 
in appreciating a means of how to assist in regeneration of cardiac 
tissue. Indeed it has been said that two mechanisms essentially can 
be employed in this respect - proliferation of terminally differentiated 
cells and differentiation of resident cardiac stem cells [37]. The concept 
of reawakening the regenerative capacity of the adult heart was raised 
and indeed this is the point of my present review – to outline a means 
by which cells differentiated along a particular lineage may be able to 
be genetically modified to grow and divide in an ongoing manner. 
Doubtlessly this would be of great assistance in replacing large zonal 
areas of damaged cardiomyocytes within the heart. Having said this, 
recently mouse bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells have been 
experimentally transplanted into an acute damage heart model [38]. 
Interestingly, primary mesenchymal stem cells fared much better 
at cardiac regeneration than passaged stem cells. It appears that a 
predictable and reproducible technique is required that is less method-
sensitive. That is the aim of the present review with regards genetically-
modified ex-vivo autologous cells for implantation. 

One observation that deserves attention is that cardiomyocytes 
may enter the cell cycle and proliferate and so are not permanently 
postmitotic [39]. Possibly a reservoir of resident cardiac stem cells is 
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present that inherently express telomerase may form a replenishing 
source of cells as I have previously noted [6,40]. The recently noted 
‘mircrine’ mechanism for cardiac cell regeneration from cardiac stem 
cells also deserves attention [41]. microRNA-499 favours differentiation 
of cardiac stem cells to functional cardiomyocytes. Otherwise cardiac 
stem cells delivered to damaged heart fail to differentiate into fully 
fledged cardiomyocytes. This interaction of cardiac stem cells with 
postmitotic myocytes yields functional cardiomyocyte differentiation. 

Having said all of the above investigations have been prompted to 
look at means to improve by genetic means implanted cells for a greater 
predictable outcome. The main point here is, as has been stated of late 
[42], that stem cells have potential to differentiate into a variety of cell 
types. This holds immense value for medicine and total realization of 
this potential depends on genetic manipulation of stem cells. Gene 
therapy in terms of a gain/loss of function are very valuable for stem 
cell manipulations. Having said that, the authors commented that a 
significant problem lies with the fact that the current status of vectors 
is still not advanced sufficiently to be efficiently applied to stem cell 
therapies. 

Despite such drawbacks of a technical nature, a recent review has 
come out in support of the relative benefits of genetically modified 
mesenchymal stem cells in pancreatic islet transplantation [43]. 
Also, genetic modification of mesenchymal stem cells for cardiac 
implantation ex vivo to improve their uptake and survival have been 
outlined [44]. One means to genetically modify and therefore improve 
stem cell functionality is via human telomerase (hTERT) modification 
of human mesenchymal stem cells [45]. Immortalization of human 

bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells via retrovirally delivered 
human telomerase reverse transcriptase cDNA has been achieved [45]. 
One cell line (YKNK-12) was found to be capable of differentiation into 
adipocytes/osteoblasts/chondrocytes. Osteocyte-differentiated YKNK-
12 cells were able to regenerate calvarial bone in mice successfully 
with nil side effects. Appropriate biomarkers for osteogenesis were 
produced by this cell line. This result clearly shows the benefits of 
immortalization of stem cells that may allow unlimited supply of such 
cells for differentiation with subsequent healing capabilities. 

Neural stem cells have been transfected with glial cell-line derived 
neurotrophic factor or brain-derived neurotrophic factor. Artificial 
conduits of poly(D,L-lactide) seeded with transfected neural stem 
cells were relatively efficiently capable of sciatic nerve regeneration as 
assessed functionally [46].

Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells have been 
transduced with scleraxis – a transcription factor that is considered 
to direct tendon development during embryogenesis [47]. Adenoviral 
scleraxis gene transfection of stem cells from the bone marrow were 
able to demonstrate improved tendon/bone interfacial healing at early 
time points [47]. This has significant relevance to the healing of tendon 
tears and to help in preventing breakdown of same. 

Adipose-derived stem cells transfected with insulin-like growth 
factor-1 grown in chitosan/gelatin scaffolds demonstrated improved 
chondrogenesis [48]. Recently too it has been shown that there is a 
flexibility that can be gained by genetic modification of stem cells to 
yield pluripotency. Mouse neural stem cells can be programmed into 
induced pluripotent stem cells via expression of Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, 
c-Myc. These cells can be maintained in culture for many passages 
ready as use for implantation for tissue regeneration strategies [49].

Downsides of stem cell therapy

As noted earlier terminally differentiated cells fare better than 
stem cells in regards wound closure (32). Also problems occur with 
respect to limited stem cell survival upon their implantation into areas 
of damaged heart tissue due limiting survival as outlined above (35). 
Curiously too, stem cell manipulations are technique sensitive in that 
primary harvested mesenchymal stem cells are better equipped to 
be employed in cardiac regeneration than stem cells that have been 
passaged ex vivo as described in the previous section [38]. These 
negative points serve to indicate that working with stem cells is by no 
means predictable or technically straightforward. 

In my present article, the technology and approach that I choose 
avoids the use of stem cell therapies and selects cells that are already 
terminally differentiated. This has intrinsic benefits in that there are 
some fundamental biological concerns with the use of stem cells or 
genetically modified stem cells. For example, as it has been pointed out 
of late [50], the cell of origin of liposarcoma is most likely a pluripotent 
mesenchymal stem cell. Stem cells therefore have a certain potential 
to transform. In this respect, the concept of the cancer stem cell 
must be borne in mind and indeed has gained momentum since the 
original publication outlining the presence of these cell types in regards 
hematopoietic malignancies [51]. Telomerase may itself also play a key 
role in the patho-biology of cancer stem cells [52]. Telomerase activation 
certainly has a significant role to play in malignant transformation 
of mesenchymal stem cells [53]. This may serve to limit stem cell 
manipulations in the practise of tissue engineering and regenerative 
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Senescing cell line

Isolate plasmids from transfectants
for transformation and 
selection in E. coli and 
expression/characterisation of
novel proteins – step 6

Clone into expression vector 
in E. coli – step 3

Transfect pooled 
plasmid batches into
immortalised cell line
– step 4

Select cell lines with 
limited
PDL –step 5

Figure 3: Novel ‘shuttle’ analysis for determination of factors mutated 
or deleted in immortalised cell lines. In this scheme total RNA is extracted 
from senescing cell lines. This is then converted into cDNA and cloned into 
the shuttle expression vector, pECV25 (see text). Plasmids are isolated 
from individual bacterial clones and pooled into groups of 50 and used to 
transiently transfect a selected immortalised cell line. Individual transfectants 
demonstrating limiting PDL are selected and plasmid DNA extracted. This can 
then be transformed back into E. coli and DNA from selected clones repeat 
transfected into immortalised cells in order to establish unique transfectants. 
Alternatively, plasmid DNAs extracted from the first-round of transfection into 
the immortalised cells can be nick labelled and dot-blot hydridized against 
the E. coli colonies enabling unique inserts to be delineated – after firstly 
hybridizing against excess unlabelled vector. These clones can be confirmed 
as carrying sequences that disable cellular immortalisation by the second round 
of transfection into an immortal cell line. Suitably isolated plasmid clones can be 
analyzed to determine the nature of the insert and proteins can be expressed 
and function assessed. 
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medicine. Also, in regards telomerase, cancer progenitor cells express a 
high level of this factor and are implied to result in treatment resistance 
and cancer spread [6,54]. 

Therefore, genetic modification of stem cells is potentially a risky 
endeavor indeed. Predictable and reliable stable immortalized cells of 
variously differentiated lineages is required and is the proposition I 
emphasize in this present review. 

Presently proposed genetic ex vivo modification of 
differentiated cells

In the above section ‘the immortality principle’ I outline the 
situation whereby cells may be immortalized without necessarily 
causing their malignant transformation - even cells whose origin is that 
of a benign neoplasm [24-26]. 

In support of this concept, an interesting study has been outlined 
that utilized immortalized human vocal fold fibroblasts transduced 
by hTERT. Appropriate cell-specific connective tissue markers 
were demonstrated in stable long term cell culture [55]. The authors 
stated that this now represented a novel and very useful approach to 
regenerative strategies for the human larynx. Notably, no stem cells 
were used. 

Adenoviral transfer of hTERT into ischemic wounds has been 
demonstrated to significantly aid their repair [56]. No side effect such 
as immune response was seen and this result has implications with 
respect to healing wounds particularly for the older debilitated patient. 
Improved longer term survival of associated dermal fibrobasts was 
noted. 

A further study is of significance [57]. In this research, the point is 
made that telomerase expression alone is insufficient to enable certain 
cell types to evade senescence, much as was indicated in the study 
quoted above [7]. Such cells, including keratinocytes and mammary 
epithelial cells, require loss of the pRB/p16INK4a cell cycle control 
mechanism in addition to hTERT expression to achieve immortality. 
It was found that introduced hTERT expression immortalized normal 
mesothelial cells and a premalignant, p16INK4a-negative keratinocyte 
line. When four keratinocyte strains cultured from normal tissue 
were transduced to express hTERT, they were incompletely rescued 
from senescence. Interestingly, it was determined that after reaching 
the population doubling limit of their parent cell strains, hTERT+ 
keratinocytes entered a slow growth phase consistent with a senescing 
phase from which rare, rapidly dividing immortal cells emerged. The 
point was made that these immortal cells frequently had sustained 
deletions of the p16 locus or otherwise were deficient in p16INK4a 
expression. Very importantly, they nevertheless maintained their 
keratinocyte growth control and differentiated normally in culture 
and in xenografts. None of the immortalized keratinocytes underwent 
alteration of their p53 status. A crucial observation was that despite 
expression of hTERT and loss of p16 function, the immortalised 
keratinocytes are able to form differentiated epithelia in vitro and in 
vivo. Immortalised keratinocyte cell lines were able to also show a 
normal pattern of epidermal differentiation in organotypic culture and 
in grafts to athymic mice. Thus p16 does not play an essential role in 
the irreversible growth arrest that precedes normal stratified squamous 
epithelial differentiation. Cell lines also kept EGF-dependent growth 
and TPA-sensitive irreversible growth arrest which are normal 
keratinocyte growth control mechanisms. These particular traits were 

noted to be consistently found to be lost in advanced squamous cell 
carcinomas. It was summarized though as a word of caution that given 
the loss of the p16-mediated growth arrest mechanism and unlimited 
replicative potential that such cells are predisposed to further changes 
that may result in malignant transformation. Thus such immortalized 
keratinocyte cell lines although being of great use for therapeutic 
means, for example wound healing, merit further investigation. 

A further study has examined immortalization of uterine muscle 
cells from benign tumoral origin to normal myometrial cell lines [58]. 
Human leiomyoma cells grow poorly in culture and senesce early. 
By hTERT transformation uterine leiomyoma and myometrial cells 
were immortalized in culture. Analysis of cells for estrogen receptor-
alpha and progesterone receptor proteins by Western blotting showed 
similar expression of these proteins between the immortalized and 
parental leiomyoma and myometrial cells. The immortalized and 
parent myometrial and leiomyoma cells expressed the smooth muscle-
specific cytoskeletal protein alpha-actin and were negative for mutant 
p53 protein via immunocytochemical staining. The immortalized 
leiomyoma and myometrial cells showed no anchorage-independent 
growth, with only a small subpopulation of immortalized leiomyoma 
cells at a higher passage forming two to three small colonies in soft agar. 
Very importantly, none of the immortalized cells were tumorigenic 
in nude mice. Thus no significant phenotypic alteration from the 
parental cells were noted upon immortalization. This example provides 
a case model for application of immortalization strategies in future 
approaches to managing damaged uterine tissue.

 Adult myometrial stem cell precursors have been noted recently 
to promote healing of damaged muscles [59]. However, these cells 
eventually do in fact enter senescence typical of stem cell physiology. 
Therefore, a stable immortalized ‘bank’ of cells as produced above [58] 
would be invaluable in selected internal organ repair. 

Overall therefore, genetic modification of differentiated cells ex 
vivo appears stable and predictable and merits a significant place in the 
armamentarium of medical therapies to be developed for the future. 

Limitations of the ex vivo genetic modification approach and 
‘shuttle’ detection technology

The approaches outlined in Figures 1-3 represent an 
oversimplication in terms of developing a genetic strategy to isolate 
genes of relevance to this present review. For example, in terms of 
analyzing genes involved in cancer cell survival and therapy resistance 
it has already been noted that imatinib treatment for chronic myeloid 
leukemia (CML) may be in part complicated by a silent BCR-ABL 
oncogene [60]. Detection of these ‘silent’ oncogenes would otherwise 
not be possible by the standard regime presented in Figure 1. Promoter 
methylation is presumed to be a mechanism in the case of BCR-ABL 
[60]. Hypermethylation in this case is likely given the high CpG content 
around the transcription start site for BCR. Proposed treatment of 
CML patients with the DNA demethylating agent 5-azadeoxycyctidine 
has been considered to unblock the silenced region that can then be 
targeted by combined imatinib therapy. This is interesting as clearly 
unblocking treatment of selected cell lines in Figure 1 can be performed 
in parallel experiments to ‘expose’ as it were silenced regions that 
could be in a some way related to resistance determination. Relatively 
recently it has been shown that quantitative level promoter methylation 
distinguishes salivary gland carcinoma ex-pleomorphic adenoma from 
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the benign pleomorphic adenoma [61]. Hence epigenetic variations 
are very important in determining the cancer phenotype and ought to 
be taken into consideration in the present ‘shuttle’ expression vector 
scheme. 

Other interesting findings relate to pseudogenes. It has been 
recently revealed that far from being non-required relics pseudogenes 
may be transcribed into RNA - some in a tissue-specific fashion [62]. 
These transcripts can result in short interfering RNAs that regulate 
coding genes via iRNA pathway. Pseudogenes may also act in regulating 
tumor suppressors and oncogenes by acting as microRNA regulators 
or ‘decoys’. In fact, the pseudogene PTENP1 is biologically active and 
regulates the levels of the tumor suppressor PTEN. Loss of PTENP1 
is seen in cancer [63]. Determination of such pseudogene sequences 
would be advantageous and modification of the expression strategy 
with pECV – by transfecting recombinants into a selected cancer cell 
line and thence selecting for clones demonstrating an inhibited cancer 
phenotype and analyzing the insert in the shuttle vector may prove 
necessary in this regard. Certainly the pseudogene story is evolving 
rapidly and, as an aside, inherently weakens such arguments as used 
by Avise [64] who describes pseudogenes as ‘pervasive architectural 
flaws’ in support of his contention for a ‘nonsentient design’ of the 
human genome, in other words, not designed by any external powerful 
intelligent agent. If anything, recent findings support quite the opposite 
argument that the genome is highly organized - yet subtle in this 
respect. As the language of genetics is indeed ‘hieroglyphic’ and as yet 
just being unraveled. 

Already a word of caution has been made regarding immortalization 
of human cells for tissue repair [57]. There is no doubt that this 
approach represents very ‘early days’ and that longer term follow-up 
of immortalized cells is very much required. Having said this, it is one 
feature of the developed ‘shuttle’ technology in this review to pinpoint 
further factors that may be involved in promoting the immortal 
phenotype without inducing transformation. The ‘shuttle’ technology 
can aid determining those factors involved in senescence bypass (Figure 
2) or those required to be altered to allow cells to reach the immortal 
phenotype (Figure 3). In other words, the continued search remains for 
those genetic factors that will enable terminally differentiated cells to 
stably maintain immortal properties without risk for transformation. 
This is the ideal goal for regenerative strategies based on this approach. 

Thus to conclude this section it can be said that it is an 
oversimplication to consider such techniques as proposed in this 
present review as definitive in respect to genome-wide screening. 
Ultimately, an ‘evolution’ of the ‘shuttle-genetic’ approach will 
necessarily take place. 

The novel ‘shuttle’ design and cancer survival factors

In this article I have presented a novel way to approach gene 
characterization for cancer resistance genes as well as genes that are 
potentially capable of being related to the immortal phenotype of 
cancer. Figure 1 presents a useful scheme in order to ‘shuttle vector’ 
determine those factors that when expressed relate to cancer resistance 
to therapy. It should be noted that traditionally, cancer resistant cell 
lines are usually developed from parent cancer therapy-sensitive cells 
and comparative proteomic and microarray strategies are employed 
as I have already outlined in a recent review on survival factors 
[6,65]. The effects of various environmental conditions oftentimes 

found challenging tumors can also be examined in this fashion. For 
example, recently it has been shown that hypoxia leads to beta-catenin 
downregulation involving a pathway using p53-dependent activation 
of Siah1 - the human homolog of Drosophila seven-in-absentia [66]. 
Clearly, growing the cells under a hypoxic challenge and thence isolating 
RNA and transfecting via shuttle vector into cells not grown under 
hypoxic challenge to determine the resultant effects upon beta-catenin 
status could reveal paths in control of this key factor in hypoxia. Also, 
determining to what extent factors that may lead to cell survival under 
hypoxia may be assessed by transfection of recombinant shuttle vectors 
bearing inserts derived from cell lines accommodated to hypoxia into 
cells grown under regular normoxic conditions thence challenged 
with hypoxia may isolate factors involved in cellular survival under 
harsh hypoxic conditions. There may well be several uses of shuttle 
bioengineering in respect to this application in determining cancer cell 
resistance to environmental effects overall. 

Overall, adverse external environment has the effect of cancer 
mounting a defense strategy, much like the classical physiological ‘fight 
or flight’ response that I have described [6]. The subject of my recent 
review [6] has been that of probing for survival factors that cancer 
employs to determine its resistance to challenging environmental 
conditions. The in vivo model of the heart was considered adequate 
and well suited in this respect. 

Very recently, basal cell luminal mammary gland carcinoma 
cells demonstrate an increased rate of metastasis in response to anti-
angiogenesis therapies [67]. It was noted that conditioned medium 
from hypoxic cells induced migration in cells grown under normoxia. 
As stated above, the scheme employed to analyze factors from 
cancer cells responding to hypoxia via the ‘shuttle’ expression vector 
methodology could well be used in this instance as well. This would 
assist in characterizing those factors determining migratory activity 
related to cancer spread – part of cancer’s defensive ‘flight’ response.

A further recent article has indicated that hypoxia-induced 
alternatively spliced variants have roles to play in cellular survival. 
The message here comes ‘from the heart’ so to speak where to date an 
unrecognized splice variant of the mitochondrial apoptosis–related gene 
Bnip3 – viz: Bnip3deltaex3 associates with Bnip3 and downregulates 
its activity thus protecting against apoptosis under hypoxic external 
challenging conditions [68]. This is a very important observation and 
has major potential ramifications with respect to cancer-as according 
to my prosurvival model [6] there is a close mechanistic tie between 
cancer and heart under external challenge. The effect of Bnip3deltaex3 
splice variant may well be very important in cancer’s survival strategy. 
Alternatively spliced variants could well be detected via the ‘shuttle’ 
expression vector approach described in this review and ought to be 
considered as a further nuance in terms of cancer’s elaborate pattern of 
response to therapy resistance and survival overall. 

Conclusion
Many advantages come from immortalizing already terminally 

differentiated cells for tissue engineering. In order to achieve this, 
improved understanding of the genetics behind cellular immortalization 
is needed. My article addresses these points both from a conceptual as 
well as technical viewpoint through harnessing a number of the useful 
properties cancer displays. 

Cells that are already differentiated possess the ready-made fabric 
as it were for tissue and/or organ regeneration without recourse to cell 
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differentiation along a particular pathway. This enables for a seemingly 
more predictable pattern of functional cellular replacement. 

Having said this, autologous adult stem cell use for introducing 
genes into wounds and defects may well have a bright future [69]. No 
doubt, all the approaches outlined in my present review shall have a 
place of importance in organ regeneration at some point in the future. 

Another key feature of this review, and one that runs as a theme 
throughout my analysis is that of cellular survival. The final common 
denominator in biology whether it is physiology or pathology is 
cellular survival. Cancer shows us how this may be achieved as this 
process represents the ‘ultimate’ in cell survival accomplishment. The 
shuttle vector concept developed here in this review seeks to further 
establish important survival paths that can be used not just in terms 
of tissue regeneration and sustenance but also to modify and target in 
cancer for future biotherapeutics. The overall scheme for shuttle era 
technologies may be modified further to examine the contribution 
individual survival pathways may have in cancer growth and invasion. 
For example, the vector presented in this review could be engineered 
to release silencing RNA for gene knockdown (small interfering RNA 
– siRNA). Introduction of such survival pathway factor silencing RNA 
recombinant constructs into cancer cells may produce significant 
growth retarding properties. Screening for novel survival factor 
biotargets may well be facilitated by the use of such novel vectors. 
Overall, uses are many for shuttle-designed cloning technologies. 

Interestingly, in regards survival pathways, the prosurvival factor 
Peroxisome Proliferative Activated Receptor gamma (PPARgamma) 
has been discussed recently by myself [6]. This factor has been shown 
to be needed for generation of healthy hair follicular structures [70]. 
Targeted deletion of PPARgamma in follicular stem cells removes the 
functioning hair follicular unit. This result shows that PPARgamma as 
a prosurvival factor [6] is required for hair follicle organ development 
and as such demonstrates that prosurvival factors are key in the process 
of tissue/organ regeneration. This is a key statement I make in this 
review whereby the search for survival proteins as discussed in my 
prosurvival model will lend important information towards effective 
organ regeneration ultimately. 

Regulation of embryonic stem cells by polycomb protein group-
dependent trimethylation on histone H3K27 controls their identity 
and thus tissue development [71]. The methyltransferases involved viz: 
Ezh1/2 are required for hair follicular development. Curiously though, 
epidermis does not have a strict requirement in regards Ezh1/2 for 
healing [71]. In Ezh1/2 null background the p16 gene is fully activated 
in hair follicular structures but only partially so in epidermal progeni-
tors [71]. Silencing of p16 in hair follicules in Ezh1/2 null background 
restores proliferation of the follicular unit cells – at least in vitro. Clear-
ly p16 is providing a ‘brake’ and this is consistent with the information 
already discussed in this review in that p16 is a key player in determin-
ing cell proliferation/immortal transformation. Having said this, as this 
study of late shows [71] it is coming to light that many other modifying 
factors such as histone methyltransferases are also involved in main-
taining ongoing cellular proliferation. My present review is focused on 
determining via novel alternative technologies the identity of such ad-
ditional key factors (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

Finally, harnessing an improved understanding of cancer and how 
it copes and adapts to its environment and how it has evolved into the 

efficient self-perpetuating parasite that it has may well have many side-
benefits for medicine. Tackling these points and questions will certain-
ly be a major challenge and effort for the personalized medicine strate-
gies of the future to consider and to take on to develop into productive 
benefits for medicine. 
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